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Nightlife

There’s a reason Dublin’s nightlife

Harcourt, and the surrounding

consistently tops our destination

streets, are just as bold, with an epic

lists (and has a massive reputation

concentration of clubs and beer

preceding it).

gardens for when the sun does shine.

The home of one of Europe’s biggest and loudest drinking

Split into several different areas,

And, you’ve also got the likes of the

districts, the Temple Bar, Dublin nightlife spells carnage for

Dublin’s 666 pubs are big, brash (old)

city centre – Baggot Street to George

and bouncing.

Street – boasting a more suave option

your stag do.

The Temple Bar is the leader of the
pack, with the biggest ‘strip’ of pubs.
This street is heaving, day and night,
with boozers lined next to each other,
Guinness flowing down the streets and
huge stag and hen groups celebrating.
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for your stag (Father-in-Law).

You can still wear your
leprechaun costume...
READ MORE ONLINE
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Guinness and
Jameson Whiskey

Jameson
Whiskey
Jameson Whiskey, founded
by John Jameson (a
Scotsman…), is the world’s
greatest selling whiskey, with
a massive 31 million bottles
purchased each year.

history (and bottles) on the stuff. Just
some of that history includes how the

However, the world’s biggest seller of
the whiskey was not the Temple Bar,
but a small venue in Minnesota, selling
an average of 25 bottles per day… The
distillery on Bow Street is the original

Guinness

home to the liquid nectar – it’s now
moved to Cork – and is packed full of

American Prohibition almost crippled
the Irish whiskey trade (thankfully, it
didn’t), and how brewery workers would
always receive a free shot after each
shift. Sounds like our kind of job…
READ MORE ONLINE

The world’s most popular stout, with more than 10 million glasses
consumed daily – and an extra 13 million sank on St Paddy’s Day…
The brew is steeped in history;

Taking you on an in-depth journey

providing every WWII soldier with a

into the world of the ‘black stuff’, the

bottle on Christmas Day, and dropping

Storehouse demonstrates how it came

150,000 bottles into the ocean holding

to be, and is still produced - starting at

messages from ‘King Neptune’.

the bottom of the building, doubling up

Dublin is home to the birthplace of
Guinness and the Guinness Storehouse,
the city’s biggest attraction – an
unforgettable, seven-storey experience.
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as the world’s largest pint glass (it could
hold up to 14.3 million pints).
READ MORE ONLINE
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St Paddy’s Day

Rugby

March 17th spells only one thing

Similar to Guinness and pubs,

in Dublin: booze and leprechauns

rugby is an Irish institution.

(two things).

The Ireland rugby team is one of the
most successful Rugby Union teams in

The capital’s streets become a sea of

the world, smashing the Six Nations a

green (and ginger), with every local,

massive twelve times and sharing it a

tourist, cat and dog pouring into the

further eight.

centre to celebrate.

Music
Rivalling the likes of Manchester, Dublin is built on music (and
alcohol).
It’s, seemingly, impossible to stumble across a bar without buskers or a band
performing – even during the day. The boozers lining the Temple Bar host
The Temple Bar is the finest destination

bands and singers every day of the week, from noon until the early hours. It’s

to drink, with venues such as The Auld

basically, a massive stag weekend, 365 days of the year.

Dubliner, Porterhouse, Temple Bar and
Oliver St John Gogarty’s. However, every
venue practically downs tools for the
parades, funfairs and ceilis.

They play their home games at the
Aviva Stadium, with a massive 51,000
capacity, and the buzz of match-day is
unrivalled in Dublin. We’re not forgetting
the Gaelic Games either… steeped in

If you’re not in Dublin on March 17 for

tradition and notoriously hard to play

your stag do - what are you playing at,

after a few pints of Guinness. Good

son?

luck.

th

READ MORE ONLINE
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NORTH OF THE LIFFEY

Stag’s Guide to

Nightlife
TEMPLE BAR

Dublin’s nightlife is all-encompassing. Basically, it’ll get you tanked up
and spit you back out again; our kind of stag weekend. The nightlife

BAGGOT - GEORGE STREET

has a massive reputation, boasting the likes of the Temple Bar,
Harcourt Street and the equally busy city centre.

HARCOURT/WEXFORD/
CAMDEN STREET

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife
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EXPLORE...

Temple Bar
All Hail the
Temple (Bar)
The Temple Bar is Dublin’s most famous son,
sitting pretty as the country’s biggest nightlife
district.

Top Reasons to Visit the Temple Bar

Bars - The Temple Bar’s pubs and bars are the
most famous in the city, heaving day and night.

Restaurants - American-style venues and cool
restaurants line the street.

Strewn with boozers that have called this placed home

Music - Basically, Dublin’s buskers, bands,

since the 12th century, as well as hordes of tourists and

singers and dancers call the Temple Bar home.

locals – this is, arguably, one of the best attractions
in Dublin. The pubs are within 10 yards of each other,

Shopping - You want leprechauns, shamrocks,

stacked with Guinness and even bigger crowds. No

ginger beards and green foam hats? You’ve got it.

Dublin stag do is complete without the Temple Bar.

Art - Independent artists and performers are in
READ MORE ONLINE

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: Temple Bar

the Temple Bar, come rain or shine.
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Temple Bar Overview

There’s no stopping the Temple Bar. Dublin’s rowdiest district wakes up
early, and stops very late.
Every Dublin visitor makes their way here – especially for that requisite pint of Guinness
- though, it’s worth to note that as the night gets later, the price of a pint gets higher.
Venue Name

Rating

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

We can’t mention the Temple Bar without touching on its

The Temple Bar
Visit Website

2
3

The Auld Dubliner
Visit Website

Oliver St John
Gogarty’s
Visit Website

4

Porterhouse

5

Buskers on the Ball

6

Bad Bobs

7

The Brazen Head

8

Foggy Dew

Visit Website

£££££

namesake. The Temple Bar pub is a landmark on the ‘strip’,
a red corner brick building with pints, buskers, tourists, as

Yes

well as one of the best beer gardens in the capital.

£££££
£££££
£££££

The Auld Dubliner is anything but old. Well, the pub is pretty
historic, but the pints are fresh and the crowd even more so.

Yes

It’s packed full with buskers and tourists.
This pub is quirky and eclectic, with a bike suspended over
the bar. Busy every night (and day) of the week, you can

Yes

even get shamrocks painted on your face.
Ireland’s first pub brewery, producing the ‘best lager in the
world’. You can’t move in here on a weekend, with traditional

Yes

music sessions, buskers and some top notch pub grub.
A basement sports bar, this is a landmark on the Temple

Visit Website

£££££

Bar. On the first floor, you’ve got Buskers Bar. ‘On the Ball’

Yes, but

downstairs consists of six pool tables, shuffleboards,

tasteful

Desperados on tap and Dublin’s biggest projector.
If you’re ready to go bad – you’re in the right place. Spread

Visit Website

£££££

over five floors, with a dance floor, several bars, a restaurant
and VIP area – there’s plenty of space for huge groups.

Yes

You’ve even got live music to keep you entertained.

Visit Website

£££££

Ireland’s oldest pub, dating all the way back to 1198.
Attracting tourists and locals alike, the pub is decked out
like a museum – with live music thrown in to boot.

Yes, but
tasteful

Affectionately known as The Foggy, this place is dedicated

Morgan McKee

Visit Website

£££££

9
10
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Yes, but

lines the walls, and they even have Sunday folk music

tasteful

sessions to join. That, and top drinks offers… .

LNOF Sales Executive

I’m an Irish man (living in Newcastle, I know…)
and whenever I go back home, I always get
smashed in the Temple Bar with the tourists.

to music (a theme in the Temple Bar). Music memorabilia

Fitzsimons Temple
Bar
Visit Website

Brogans
Visit Website

Fitzsimons is often thought of as the ‘Temple Bar’s best

£££££

nightclub’. A mammoth venue with cool and quirky interiors,
an epic open-air roof terrace and crowds dressed as little

Yes

green men… this club plays chart, pop, R&B, funk and soul.

£££££

Renowned for its excellent pint of Guinness, this pub is a
welcome break on your stag do. It also houses the largest
collection of Guinness memorabilia, outside the brewery.

Yes, but
tasteful

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

Oliver St

John

Gogarty’s
2
The

Auld

Dubliner

ADDRESS: 24 - 25 Temple Bar, Dublin 2,
Ireland

The

Temple

The Temple Bar is,
without doubt, the most
popular pub on the street.

Bar pub, you’ve got the cool Auld
Dubliner. The bright red, multi-level pub

Bar

is one of the big playas in the district –
packed, well-stocked and with live
music in abundance.
The pints are relatively cheap, and the

Sitting right in the middle of the

crowd is a mixed bag of cultures – one

‘strip’, the iconic, red corner building

of Dublin’s most attractive features. A

sees heavy footfall and a whole load

couple of us from LNOF stopped by

of Guinness poured daily (when in
Dublin…). If you want to avoid the
tourists, you’re in the wrong place – but

3

Less than one minute from The Temple

for a pint, and didn’t leave until the last
ADDRESS: 47-48 Temple Bar, Dublin 2,
Ireland

well in the way to get amidst all of the

busker had finished his set.

ADDRESS: 18-21 Anglesea St, Temple
Bar, Dublin 2, Ireland

Oliver’s is the scene to many crazy Irish
stag weekends. Designed in late 19th
century style, with a traditional vibe,
this is the sort of pub that made Dublin
famous. It’s seen just about every kind
of group you can imagine (mostly in
fancy dress), and hosts huge crowds
seven days a week.
Spread across two floors, with an
award-winning restaurant on the ground

action. The pub is super busy, even early

traditional Dublin Irish stew (soak up

floor, you’ve got plenty of room to

in the morning, as everyone wants a

that booze), mighty craic and live music.

experience the Irish culture. If you have

selfie here (the modern world). However,

You’ve even got one of Dublin’s best

had too much stout they also offer a

it also serves some of the best pints,

beer gardens to explore.

massive selection of rare whiskies.

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: Temple Bar
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EXPLORE...

Harcourt / Wexford /
Camden Street
Cheeky Irish Twinkle

Top Reasons to Visit Harcourt - Camden Street

As you walk (stumble) down to Wexford Street

Bars - Craft beer pubs, historic venues,

– 15 minutes from the Temple Bar – the night-

underground clubs and beer gardens line the streets.

life becomes edgier, and a load more hipster.
This area is more for the locals, but it’s as lively as the

Restaurants - Pub grub - there’s no better way to
cure a hangover, and this ‘mile’ has it in spades.

Temple Bar. Wexford is the quirky older brother, with
the likes of eclectic bars that host big bands (even

Music - Dublin’s coolest bands – including names

Ed Sheeran). Camden is set in between Harcourt and

such as Ed Sheeran – play around these parts.

Wexford. Often referred to as the ‘Camden Mile’, it
includes one of the most significant pubs in Dublin.
Harcourt is a little further down the road, housing some
of our most popular hotels and adjoining clubs.

Shopping - The only shopping you’ll be doing
round here will be pints… Our kind of stag do.

Art - Buskers lining the streets and a heavy
READ MORE ONLINE

population of students. That’s enough art for us!

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: Harcourt/Wexford/Camden Street
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Harcourt / Wexford /
Camden Street Overview

Camden/Harcourt and Wexford Street are packed with tradition, charm
and (you guessed it) Guinness.
You’ll meet the locals and sink pints in boozers that have remained relatively unchanged
for centuries. This area is a mix of old and new, full of clubs and live music venues.
Venue Name

Whelan’s
Visit Website

2
3
4

Camden
Exchange

6
7
LNOF Head of PR & Marketing

As an Irish man, whenever I travel back to
Dublin I spend my nights on the ‘Camden
Mile’. In fact, I don’t remember most of them.

8
9
10
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Visit Website

The Bleeding
Horse

5

Andrew Titmus

Dtwo

Visit Website

Visit Website

The Bernard
Shaw
Visit Website

Flannery’s Bar
Visit Website

Diceys Garden
Visit Website

Odeon
Visit Website

The Barge Pub
Visit Website

Copper Face
Jacks
Visit Website

Rating

£££££

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

Whelan’s is the capital’s iconic indie and rock venue, pulling
massive crowds for over 25 years. Locals, gentlemen and

No

students all rub shoulders for the epic live bands.
Dtwo is the adjoining bar/club to the popular Harcourt Hotel.

£££££

The downstairs club has a capacity for 400, the bar is lively
every day of the week and the award-winning beer garden

Yes

has its own takeaway and 20ft screen for sports.

£££££

This historic pub, dating back to the 17th century, is massive
and regularly hosts large groups. It’s also got some of the

No

best beer in the city, as well as screens for sport.
The Camden Exchange has been a bank, set for a TV show

£££££

and even a watchmakers. The pub serves all the requisites for
a bar in the 21st century; craft beer and street food, as well as

No

the largest collection of house infused spirits in Ireland.

£££££

Dublin’s equivalent of the pubs in East London. The boho spot
has a top-notch beer garden, with a pool table, as well as a

No

bus (…) and flea markets. They also serve food and craft beer.
Flannery’s bills itself as ‘Dublin’s favourite bar’. Boasting a

£££££

Vintage Bar, massive selection of whiskey, live triad music

Yes, but

sessions and one of the biggest beer gardens in the city –

tasteful

your stag do hasn’t experienced Ireland until you’ve been.
Set within the Russell Court Hotel, boasting another massive,

£££££

multi-level beer garden. It’s got 23 screens to catch the

Yes, but

sports, top DJs spread across the two floors and regular

tasteful

BBQs during summer, as well as the indoor venue, Krystle.
Odeon is a landmark on Harcourt Street, housed in the Old

£££££

Railway Station. The Grade I listed venue has its own Bourbon
Bar (drop your Father-in-Law off here…), as well as a massive

No

outdoor terrace that spills into the streets in summer.

£££££
£££££

The Barge is a Dublin landmark. It’s set on the bank of the
famous Grand Canal – filled with Dubliners, beer, food and,

No

most importantly, great craic.
Copper’s, as it’s affectionately known, is the home of the
area’s student population and, subsequently, cheap drink
offers. It’s loud, busy and is open past three every night.

Yes, but
tasteful

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

Dtwo

Whelan’s
ADDRESS: 25 Wexford St, Dublin 2,
Ireland

Forget the Temple Bar, Whelan’s is
the true icon of Dublin.
A part of every Dubliner’s teenage
years (and 20s/30s/40s/50/60s), this

2

club has been going for years, hosting
almost every big indie and rock name.
ADDRESS: 60 Harcourt St, Saint
Kevin’s, Dublin 2, D02 P902, Ireland

The likes of Ed Sheeran, Bloc Party and
Arctic Monkeys have all performed on
the big stage. That stage has even been

Dtwo is synonymous with stag groups.

used as a set for films including P.S I

Located on Harcourt Street, in one of

Love You (the missus will know it).

our most popular hotels, the two-floor

The bar has a name for itself with all

club/bar/beer garden is iconic.

the traditional aspects you’d expect

The sports bar is your first port of call,

1

from an Irish pub; a fireplace, Guinness,
gorgeous Irish lasses and drinks offers.

3

with the ability to showcase every kind
of event on 20 huge screens. But, you
haven’t seen big yet… The all-weather

medieval banquet hall. Basically, it’s

The Bleeding Horse

like walking onto the set of Vikings. It
even has its own Wikipedia page! The

ADDRESS: 24-25 Camden Street
Upper, Dublin 2, 2, Ireland

pub is bursting with workers, locals
and the occasional tourist during the

First opening its doors to punters way

beer garden boasts a mega 20ft
screen. However, this award-winning
beer garden is not your usual type of
terrace… it’s also got its own takeaway,
- serving burgers and kebabs and all
the stodge you need to line the stomach

back in 1649, this place has a history

week, before it comes into its own at

- bar and impressive rock wall, that you

that goes back centuries. The pub has

the weekend. You’ve got live music

will not be able to climb (no matter how

exposed timbers, high ceilings and

sessions (a running theme in Dublin)

hard you try after those pints). Trust us,

the minstrel gallery that resembles a

and Indie and rock to keep you going.

we speak from experience.

Stag’s Guide to Dublin
Newcastle
- Stag’s
- Stag’s
Guide
Guide
to Nightlife:
to Nightlife:
Harcourt/Wexford/Camden
Dean Street
Street

3
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EXPLORE...

Baggot - George Street
Bag it Up
This area encompasses an unparalleled
amount of bars, pubs and clubs.
It’s even bigger than the Temple Bar, with just as many
tourists, but it’s a whole load more upmarket. This
district includes Grafton Street and Dawson Street, as

Top Reasons to Visit Baggot - George Street

Bars - Like the Temple Bar, this area is dedicated to
boozing, with pubs around every corner.

Restaurants - The swankiest in the city, attracting
big names and even owned by those celebrities.

well as Baggot and George, and it is often thought of

Music - You’re away from the Temple Bar, but you’d

as the centre of the city. Add to that, you’re surrounded

be hard pushed to find a bar without live music

by Dublin’s busiest stores and souvenir shops for those
leprechaun fridge magnets, bottles of Guinness and

Shopping - This is where you’ll get those ginger/

chocolate shamrocks…

green/leprechaun souvenirs for the missus.

READ MORE ONLINE
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Art - As this city’s epicentre for retail and art, this
area has bags of charm and attractions to visit.

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

Baggot - George Street Overview

Baggot Street and George Street are known as Irish gentlemen round
these parts.
These huge streets, encompassing a massive number of bars and pubs, as well as
several other ‘strips’, are sleek and suave. They’ve also got enough craft beer, Guinness
and hen groups to keep you occupied for more than 48 hours.
Venue Name

Toners
Visit Website

Rating

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

One of the oldest and most famous pubs in the capital.

£££££

It’s multi-award winning, has a massive beer garden and
the likes of The Anchorman cast, including Will Ferrell, and

No

Mumford & Sons have all had a pint with the landlord.

2

O’Donoghue’s

3

Lillie’s Bordello

4

Foley’s

5

Sinnotts Bar

6
7
Peter Cudd
LNOF Sales Executive

I’ve been to Dublin twice this year, and both
times I got smashed in the centre. I’ve never
drank so much Guinness in my life.

Visit Website

A night at O’Donoghue’s stays with you for life – no matter
how much you drink. A huge part of Dublin music history, it’s

No

often thought of as the ‘home of traditional Irish music’.
Lillie’s is widely regarded as the city’s most exclusive bar,

£££££

located just off Grafton Street. The multi-level club is
dedicated to luxury. It’s got a few big names under its belt

No

and magnums of champagne for the stag.

Visit Website

Visit Website

£££££

Foley’s is one of the city’s busiest late bars, with three floors.
There’s four different areas to choose from, serving the best

No

Ireland has to offer; pints, food, sport and craic.
Sinnotts is the premier venue for watching the sports on

£££££

your stag do. You can’t move when the GAA is on, with 14
massive screens spread around the bar. It’s also famous for

No

the carvery, for that emergency break the morning after.

The Hairy
Lemon
Visit Website

37 Dawson
Street
Visit Website

8

Kehoe’s

9

The Long Hall

Visit Website

Visit Website

The Hairy Lemon is as unique as its namesake – one of the

£££££

city’s great characters; a dog walker with a face shaped like a
lemon and stubbly hair… Nothing short of eclectic, it’s used in

No

several scenes in the Block Buster film, The Commitments.

£££££
£££££

This spectacular bar is the James Bond of the street, serving
men in suits and women in short dresses. They’ve even got a

No

fringed whiskey bar, with 37 different types to choose from.
One of the most unspoilt pubs in The Emerald Isle. Kehoe’s
oozes Dublin through every aspect; snugs, open fires,

No

mahogany wood panelling and pints of Guinness.
One of the oldest pubs in Dublin (you might have heard this

£££££

before…), with a real Victorian-style vibe. It’s that historic,
the walls feature engravings of the dealings of the Russian

No

Emperor Paul I with the Polish patriot, Kosiusko.

10
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Visit Website

£££££

Café en Seine
Visit Website

£££££

Once voted Jameson’s Bar of the Year, it’s been a brothel and
home of the Irish government (we’re saying nothing). There’s

No

a whole load of craft beers on tap and hen groups to boot.

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

Lillie’s

Bordello
1

Ciis esequiatum saeriam
volectem nobitae. Namus in

Toners

res pernatendia vit magnatios

ADDRESS: 139 Baggot Street Lower,
Dublin 2, Ireland

This couldn’t be more old-school
Ireland than if it was painted green,
had leprechauns on the rota and a
pot of gold just outside.

3

dolenim illiqui auditatur.

2

ADDRESS: 1-2, Adam Court, Grafton
Street, Dublin, D02 RP20, Ireland

O’Donoghue’s

Lillie’s Bordello, listed as one of the

O’Donoghue’s is another bar with its
own Wikipedia page, along with a
loyal following of local punters.

other venue in the city, it’s Dublin’s most

years. You might bump into a famous

This place has long been associated

celebrities, with plenty of booths and VIP

face as Will Ferrell, the rest of The

with music, often thought of as the

areas to sneak away from the crowd.

Anchorman cast and even Shaggy have

birthplace of traditional Irish music.

had a pint in the snug.

The Dubliners, widely regarded as the

Established around 1818, Toners
actually is one of the oldest pubs in the
capital – attracting a mixed crowd for

It’s even claimed the title Snug of the
Year… Toners was also Dublin Bar of the

forefathers of Irish folk music, played
their early sets here – and that’s good

‘World’s Best Bars’, is a sight to behold.
More lavish and luxurious than any
exclusive club.
It regularly hosts Irish and international

If you really love the stag, this is where
ADDRESS: 15 Merrion Row, Dublin,
Ireland

you’ll take him… They serve the finest
drinks this side of the water, as well
as top quality champagne and bottle

enough for us.

walls for that authentic Irish experience.

service from gorgeous hosts. If you

like features – brass bar taps, flagstone

Along with this history flowing through

On top of all that, you’ve actually got live

don’t love him that much, they also offer

floors (a Dublin requisite) – and

the bar (side by side with Guinness),

music seven nights (and days) a week

premium spirits. No bar in the Emerald

massive beer garden.

music memorabilia and photos line the

to enjoy.

land can compete with Lillie’s.

Year in 2015, not least for its museum

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: Baggot - George Street
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EXPLORE...

North of the Liffey
Traditional Irish
Charm
You may be heading further across the river, but
the nightlife is anything but quiet. It’s got bags
of charm and tradition.
It’s a chance to see the real Dublin, without photo
bombing tourist photos. Enclosing O’Connell Street – a
mix of modern and authentic – Jervis Street’s stream

Top Reasons to Visit North of the Liffey

Bars - A true glimpse at the Irish across the river.
Forget tourists, you’re drinking with the locals here.

Restaurants - Bill Clinton and Taylor Swift have
both dined this side of the water.

Music - We’re in Dublin, so expect live bands and
buskers around every corner.

of bars and the adjacent Capel Street, these venues are

Shopping - There’s a massive shopping centre if

Dublin institutions. There’s even Dublin’s most unique

you have any money left over after all the Guinness.

venue standing tall over the river in a disused church.

Art - Music, shops, bars, a club in a former church
READ MORE ONLINE

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Stag’s Guide to Nightlife: North of the Liffey

and locals – plenty of art for the stag weekend.

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk

North of the Liffey Overview

Get ready to mix with the locals over the water. The North of the Liffey
nightlife is renowned for bags of authenticity and impressive venues.
You’ve got the requisite boozers, along with sleek bars overlooking the water, and
basement clubs housed within disused churches.
Venue Name

Rating

The Church Bar
and Restaurant

£££££

Visit Website

2
3
4

5

The Black
Sheep
Visit Website

Bagots Hutton

£££££

Visit Website

£££££

The Parnell
Heritage

£££££

Visit Website

Slattery’s
Visit Website

£££££

Things to Note

Fancy Dress

The over 300 year old former church has a new lease of life,
made up of a basement club, main bar, restaurant, private

No

function room and the largest terrace in Dublin.
A craft beer and ale emporium, The Black Sheep is hidden
away and is one of those venues that caters to all the group,

No

with a dozen or so delicious craft beers on tap.
A stalwart in ‘Dublin’s Hipster Triangle’, Bagots Hutton is one of
Dublin’s finest basement bars. It’s cosy, welcoming and busy –

No

even with a max capacity of 65.
This place evokes old Irish charm, a mix of modern and
authentic – just like the crowd. It serves an award-winning

No

traditionally Irish menu and drinks up on the roof terrace.
A traditional pub that has just undergone an amazing modern
makeover. It’s one of the few venues in Dublin to hold a licence

No

to open at 7am on a weekend.
Stuffed full of memorabilia, this place showcases its

6

Confession Box
Visit Website

£££££

connections on every wall. Once one of the favourite haunts of
Michael Collins, a leader in the fight for Irish independence, it

No

was also voted as the home to the Best Guinness in Dublin for
two years straight.

7
Sean Palmer
LNOF National Account Manager

I love travelling over to Dublin with work and
sitting by the river with a pint. I’ll always make
my way over the water (carefully) on a visit
with the lads.
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The Grand
Social
Visit Website

The Hacienda
Bar
Visit Website

£££££

A thriving live music venue and bar in Dublin, well known for
its musicians, performers, DJs and even the crowd. It’s got the

No

Ballroom, Parlour and the Loft and a rooftop beer garden.
This spectacular bar and pub is famous by word-of-mouth.

£££££

You can only enter by ringing the buzzer and answering a few
questions. However, it may not even be open, as the opening

No

hours are down to the landlord’s discretion. But, when you’re in,
you might bump into Matthew McConaughey or Ed Sheeran.

9
10

The Boars
Head
Visit Website

Beerhouse
Visit Website

£££££
£££££

This is an Irish pub in every sense. It has great pints, top pub
grub and even better punters. It’s also a fantastic place to

No

watch a match with two big screens, and a loud atmosphere.
Beerhouse are specialists in Irish craft and micro-brew beer.
They offer a huge selection of beer, as well as pizza served

No

until midnight, and have no less than 20 beers on tap.
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Bagots Hutton

Church

Bar

volectem nobitae. Namus in
res pernatendia vit magnatios

Restaurant

Confess your sins
at The Church. The
former, 300 year old
church is now a bar,
basement club, beer garden and
restaurant.
It’s absolutely massive, and that’s just
the terrace; the largest outdoor space
in Dublin, holds 250 and regularly hosts
barbecues. Bill Clinton and Taylor
Swift have even visited The Gallery
Restaurant (awkward date…). If it’s the
VIP experience you intend to give the
stag (what a good mate), you can book
The Tower Bar, with its own separate
entrance in the glass tower.
ADDRESS: Jervis St, North City,
Dublin 1, Ireland

3

Ciis esequiatum saeriam

The

dolenim illiqui auditatur.

ADDRESS: 6 Ormond Quay Upper
Ormond Quay Upper, Dublin 7, Ireland

Bagots, doubling up as Dublin’s resident
cave bar, is underground and cool.

2

There’s no other word for it.
Only recognisable due to a small sign
above the steps leading downstairs, the

The

Black Sheep

tiny bar, with that cave entrance, is as
welcoming as you’d expect Dublin to be.

ADDRESS: 61 Capel St, Rotunda,
Dublin, Ireland

The Black Sheep is not an outsider
in our books.
This is Dublin’s finest craft and microbrewery beer venue. Dedicated to all
things hops, they have 20 delicious craft

might be a little off the tourist track, but

Although, you’ve got to get their first, as

beers on tap, from all over the world,

it’s well worth a visit for any large stag

this place only has a seating capacity of

to settle the stomach after a night out.

group – especially if you’re with your

65. But, when you are there, you’ve got

We’re talking the US, Germany, Italy,

dad. That, and it serves food all day to

a living room-style club to relax in and

Belgium, as well as some local brews. It

truly sort out the hangover.

soothe that hangover.
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LNOF’s Top 10

Activities
You want action? You’ve got it. You want booze? We’ve
got your back. You want to attempt the Gaelic Games?
Now, you’re speaking our language. We don’t mean to
brag, but our Dublin activities are unparalleled.
VIEW ALL ACTIVITIES

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - LNOF Top Activities
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Activities Overview

Dublin activities are no-holds barred. We have over 140 adrenaline,
sports, boozy and chilled (morning after) options to choose from.
Your stag weekend just got extreme… we hope you’re ready.
Venue Name

Guinness Factory Tour
Read More

Why Choose

Category

Could we start with anything else but the Guinness
Storehouse? No. The Guinness Factory Tour takes you on
an interactive journey, through seven floors – including a

Tours

tasting room – and straight to the Gravity Bar .

2

Jameson Distillery Tour
Read More

We also offer a tour to visit Dublin’s other famous export,
Jameson Whiskey. This is the world’s most popular
whiskey (thank you, Mr Jameson) and you can sample

Tours

(literally) the history at the Bow Street distillery.

3
4

LNOF Sales Team Leader

After our last work trip to Dublin, I was
absolutely knackered. The activities we did
were immense, I can’t rate the karting enough.

Read More

Clay Pigeon Shooting, Rifle
Shooting and Food
Read More

5

Gaelic Games

6

Indoor Karting – Grand Prix

7

Adam Cutts

Pedi Bus Tour

Read More

Read More

Off Road Buggies – Grand
Prix
Read More

8

Beer Babes Bar Crawl

9

Battle Zone Archery

10

Outdoor Laser Tag

Read More

Read More

Read More

Work off that booze from the last two activities, with one
of our best sellers – the Pedi Bus. You’ll visit most of the

Tours

city’s best sights, whilst pedalling along the way…
Feel the buzz of blasting a clay pigeon out of the sky, and
get behind the trigger of a rifle on your stag do. We’ll even

Shooting

throw in food (not literally) to ease those nerves.
Aside from small green men, there’s nothing more Irish
than the Gaelic Games. You’ll be playing Gaelic footy and

Sport

hurling under the eyes of the GAA accredited coaches.
Race around Ireland’s largest karting arena, on the back
of some of the best karts ever produced. There’s a

Motorised

massive 60,000 square foot of asphalt to tear up.
Experience the unforgettable thrill of tearing around
a 1.5km track in a seriously powerful off-road buggy.
They have a HONDA V-Twin petrol engine with a 620cc

Motorised

capacity – you can reach huge speeds.
Get ready for Dublin’s massive nightlife with the beer
babes. These lasses will take you to the city’s best bars,

Nightlife

whilst dressed as sexy Oktoberfest bier wenches…
Battle Zone Archery is the all-new action-packed stag
do activity. It’s a mental hybrid of dodgeball and archery,

Action

with a whole load of challenges to complete.
This impressive laser tag session is an Irish version of
the Hunger Games, with Special Forces laser guns –
capable of firing up to 350 metres in the light and 600 in

Action

the dark – and 200 acres of countryside to get around.

VIEW ALL ACTIVITIES
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Guinness

Factory Tour
The Guinness Storehouse is, without doubt,
the busiest attraction in Dublin.
Covering seven storeys, surrounding a pint glassshaped atrium – the largest pint glass in the world,
capable of holding 14.3 million pints of the stout - the
tour showcases the unique history on each floor. You
can experience the brewery stages, the sensory tasting
rooms, as well as the historic advertising used to
promote Guinness. There’s also a complimentary pint in
the iconic Gravity Bar. The glass-fronted room features
unparalleled views of the city, stretching as far as the
eye can see (not far after a few pints…).
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Admission to Dublin’s biggest attraction

 Go through the history of the stout
 Seven storeys dedicated to Guinness
 Complimentary pint in the Gravity Bar

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - LNOF Top Activities
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2

Jameson

Distillery Tour

Get to grips with Jameson – the world’s
best-selling whiskey.
The distillery is set on Bow Street, and you can take a
tour of the building, under the guidance of experts. It
takes you through the process of creating the whiskey,
and bottling it, along with facts thrown in about the
owners and workers. The tour ends with a tasting
session – you sample not one, but three types of
whiskey – and there’s even a free drink thrown in (not
literally) at the very end.
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Guided tour of the legendary, multi-level Bow
Street distillery

 Explore the history of Jameson
 Interactive tasting experience
 Complimentary whiskey at JJ’s Bar
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B
us
3 Pedi
Tour
The Pedi Bus Tour is one of our most popular
stag weekend activities in Dublin.
You’ll climb aboard the bus and explore the city in
a unique way – pedalling around the busy streets.
Unfortunately, you’ll have to do all the graft, but you can
attempt to work off all that Guinness and Jameson…
The bike/bus can seat up to 16 people, and will take
you past the city’s finest attractions – starting at the
Temple Bar. You’ll stop at four top and traditionally Irish
pubs for a pint, and even get a complimentary shot with
every first drink purchased in each venue.
READ MORE ONLINE

Amenities


Explore Dublin on pedal-powered bus

 Stop at four top pubs and bars
 Complimentary shot with first drink
purchased in each venue

 Play your own music on-board
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LNOF’s Top 10

Hotels

Dublin’s accommodation spreads throughout the entire
city. We’ve got the best places to rest your heads and
recover – some even house the city’s best clubs and beer
gardens. It’s going to be an unforgettable stag weekend.

VIEW ALL HOTELS
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We offer a massive selection of accommodation options in Dublin -

Hotels Overview

over 20 4-star hotels, sleek apartments and hostels to choose from.
They’re a top place to start the stag do drinks, and get some well-earned rest the
morning after.
Hotel

Star Rating

Why Choose
This 3-star hotel, directly in the centre of Harcourt Street, is packed

Harcourt Hotel

full of stag and hen groups. It’s loud, exciting and hosts a club, Dtwo,
on the first floor. This club is massively popular, boasting one of the

View More

capital’s best beer gardens.

2
3
4

Kick off the stag do in the centre of Dublin’s biggest drinking district,

Temple Bar Hotel

the Temple Bar. It’s got over 130 rooms, as well as neighbours in the

View More

forms of the iconic Buskers and lively Alchemy Club.

Christchurch
Apartments

Get close to the Temple Bar from the comfort of your own
apartment – your own pad without the missus. You’ve got a living
area, kitchen, complimentary WiFi and a 24 hour reception.

View More

Stay on the legendary Harcourt Street, packed full of bars, at this

Russell Court Hotel

relaxing 3-star hotel. However, you’ll not be relaxing for long as this
place is home to Dicey’s Garden, and two nightclubs. The award-

View More

winning beer garden regularly has queues the distance of the street.

Andrew Lambert
LNOF Commercial Team Leader

Dublin’s hotels are some of the best we offer.
Last time I went, I stayed at the Harcourt
Hotel; they have the best breakfast in Dublin.

5

Barnacles Temple
Bar Hostel
View More

and you can get private rooms for those that don’t fancy sharing.

6

St Augustine Street
Apartments

Enjoy more freedom than you would get in a hotel, as well as serious

Times Hostel

8

Hilton Garden Inn

9

Generator Dublin

View More

a kitchen, living area and WiFi.
Forget the stereotypical hostel, as this blows it out of the water. The

N/A

Millennium Walk
Apartments
View More

modern and fun hostel is seriously cool, complete with retro arcade
games, and you’re also just 10 minutes from the lively Temple Bar.
This 3-star hotel has all you’ll need to recover on your stag do,
including a massive swimming pool to aid in helping you feel normal

View More

View More

down from The Temple Bar pub, the district’s most iconic boozer,

room to recover the next day in these 4-star apartments. They’ve got

View More

7

10

This hotel couldn’t be more Dublin if it tried. You’re just two doors

N/A

again. You’re also an easy 20 minute walk from the Temple Bar.
You couldn’t be better located to experience Dublin’s best culture,

N/A

just next door to the Jameson Distillery. There’s even a hostel bar,
furnished with old Jameson bottles.
These apartments are top quality, and almost double the size of a
normal hotel room. Not only that, but you’re a short walk from that
drinking district, the Temple Bar.

VIEW ALL HOTELS
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Harcourt
Hotel

Star Rating:

The Harcourt Hotel is one of the busiest
hotels in the whole of Dublin, set within eight
massive Georgian buildings (fancy).
It’s around 15 minutes from the Temple Bar, and
surrounded by clubs and bars. You don’t even have
to leave the hotel for a pint, as Dtwo is connected – a
legedary club/bar/restaurant, with a 500 capacity beer
garden, a 20ft projector and a massive crowd. The hotel
has over 100 traditional guest rooms. You’ve also got
a bar and restaurant that serves, according to a few of
the LNOF lot, the best breakfast in Dublin.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information






Set on the lively Harcourt Street
Surrounded by bars and clubs
15 minute walk to the Temple Bar
Houses the iconic Dtwo bar/club
Breakfast included
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2 Temple
Bar Hotel
Star Rating:

The Temple Bar is a landmark in Dublin, and
where you’ll spend most of your stag do.
The streets are strewn with pubs, Guinness, buskers,
mighty craic and Irish women. Luckily for you, this
hotel is slap-bang in the centre of the action, on the
busy Fleet Street. Next door, you’ve got Buskers and
its downstairs sports bar, Buskers on the Ball, as well
as the popular Alchemy Club. The hotel has over 130
guest rooms to rest in, as well as a bar. WiFi is also
available throughout the hotel to keep everyone (the
missus) updated on your stag do.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information



Set in the iconic Temple Bar
Buskers, Buskers on the Ball and the Alchemy
Club next door




All rooms en-suite
Fantastic on-site bar
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3

Christchurch
Apartments
Star Rating:

Get your own pad in the centre of Dublin.
These sleek and contemporary apartments are
excellently located for your stag do, just 10 minutes
from Grafton Street and the legendary city centre bars,
as well as an easy walk to the Temple Bar. The morning
after, you could even go for a mooch around Dublin
Castle – a short walk from your room. The apartments
are seriously spacious; with a living and kitchen area,
along with WiFi and a 24 hour reception should you
need something early in the morning. No – you can
walk to the takeaway yourself.
READ MORE ONLINE

Useful Information






10 minutes from Grafton Street
8 minute walk to the legendary Temple Bar
Close to Dublin castle
Spacious living and kitchen area
24 hour reception
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Getting To

Dublin
Dublin is one of our busiest and best stag do destinations for
more than the Temple Bar… Ireland’s crazy capital is seriously
easy to fly to, home to one of the busiest airports in Europe. There
are over 900 low-cost airlines flying back and forth from the city
– including Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British Airways and Easy Jet. For
those that have strong sea legs, you can even get the ferry across.

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Getting to Dublin
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Plane
Dublin airport is a hive of activity. In fact, it’s the 16th busiest airport in Europe – handling more than 27 million passengers in 2016. It’s also the flag carrier for the likes of
Ryanair and Aer Lingus, renowned for cheap flights. To put it into (cheap) perspective,
you can fly to Dublin from our capital for as little as £80 return. If you’re travelling from
the northern capital (Manchester), you can expect to spend just £34 for your return
journey and £33 from wor Geordie homeland. However, you’ve got to book in advance
for these sort of prices, so get organised…
Airport

Aberdeen International Airport
ABZ

Birmingham Airport
BHX

Bristol Airport
BRS

Cardiff Airport
CWL

East Midlands Airport
EMA

Edinburgh Airport
EDI

Exeter International Airport
EXT

London Gatwick Airport
LGW

Glasgow Prestwick Airport
GLA

London Heathrow Airport
LHR

Newcastle Airport
NCL

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Getting to Dublin

Flight Duration

Airline

1h 40m

British Airways, Aer Lingus

1h 5m

1h 15m

Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British
Airways
Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British
Airways

1h

Flybe

1h 5m

Ryanair, Aer Lingus

Ferry
1h 10m

1h 5m

1h 50m

1h 10m

1h 20m

1h 10m

Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British
Airways
Flybe

Flying might be the easiest option for your Dublin stag weekend, but you can also travel
by boat. Those without a head for heights can stretch those sea legs on board, with
P&O Ferries leaving the port of Liverpool for the horizon (or Dublin). You’ve got cabins,
bars and meals included, and it’s a small dip in the wallet – prices starts at £59 each

Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British

way. However, be prepared to lose out on time in Dublin, as the ferry takes an average

Airways

of eight hours. From the port, it’s also another 20 minutes to the centre. It’s a straight
voyage to carnage from there…

Ryanair, Aer Lingus, British
Airways
Aer Lingus, British Airways

Ryanair, Aer Lingus

Travel From

Ferry

Duration

Port of Liverpool

P&O Ferries

8h
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Getting Around

Dublin

If there’s one thing we can say about Dublin, it’s that it is easy… to get around. The nightlife
districts are within walking distance of each other, as are our top accommodation options.

Tram

Taxi

Dubliners are notoriously proud of the tram, or Luas. This popular

Along with walking, taxis are the easiest way for your stag group to

Bus
Dublin buses are the primary network for getting around the city. The

light rail system, handles around 34 million passengers each year. It

get around – especially after a big night in the Temple Bar. There’s a

system operates a network of 100 radial, cross city and peripheral

boasts 54 stations, and over 36.5 kilometres of track, spread over two

rank just outside Dublin Airport, alongside ranks dotted around the

routes, as well as a further 18 routes in the city and Greater Dublin

busy lines. You’ll spend most of your time on the Green Line, covering

Arrivals lounge – costing you €30 to the centre - and even more in the

area. Single tickets for this option are available at around €2, taking

the entire south side of Dublin. It follows the old Harcourt Street

centre. Taxis are regularly cruising around the city (you’ll be surprised

you from Grafton Street to Pearse Street (over the river), or you can

railway line into the centre, with St Stephen’s Green – the beginning

to hear…), and if they have their lights on – feel free to flag them down

purchase a five day Rambler. This will only set you back a mere

of the legendary Grafton Street – also on the line. The Red Line is

for a lift home. If you do end up getting a taxi home, depending on the

€31.50, and gives you unlimited travel on the bus, as well as services
including the Airlink and Xpresso, for those days.

the second tram, running east-west through the north side of Dublin.

time, it’s not much to go from the likes of the Temple Bar to Harcourt

This crosses the River Liffey and travels southwest, should you want

Street. Alternatively, if you’re looking for a new way to travel – you’ll

to explore even more of the city. Tickets for the Luas are relatively

pass a tuk tuk here and there.

cheap and can be purchased at street side vending machines. You’re
typically looking at €26 for a seven day ticket over eight zones.

Dublin Airport to City Centre
Tram

The Luas is the huge light rail system, spread over two lines – Green Line and Red Line – covering every district in the city.

Single Ticket (8 zones): €3.30
Seven Day Ticket: €26

Bus

You can catch the 700 bus from the airport to the centre of Dublin (Grafton Street/Trinity College/Suffolk Street) for only €7.

Single Ticket: €7

Taxi

Taxis to the city centre typically take 30 minutes, and cost around €30. There’s a taxi rank just outside the airport, as well as booking desks within the Arrivals lounge.

Approx: €30 - €35

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - Getting Around Dublin
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Sights in

Dublin

Dublin Facts
Dublin is a huge city, not only famous for nightlife but for
impressive facts. We’ve unearthed a few to plaster all over the
internet before your big stag weekend.

Dublin is seriously busy and bursting with tourists. It’s got bars, pubs (namely, the
Temple Bar), Irish lasses, craic and a whole load of attractions to see whilst nursing
the hangover.

Croke Park

Guinness: Dublin’s biggest export is royally appreciated in the
capital, with more than 10 million pints of the stout produced every
day in Ireland.
Pubs: Dublin is lined with old-school boozers and traditional pubs,
with no less than 666 (…) to choose from.

The Brazen Head

Croke Park is as much an icon

The Brazen Head is Dublin’s

in Dublin as Temple Bar is.

oldest pub, set right in the

This is the home of the Gaelic

Temple Bar. It’s worth a visit

Games, Ireland’s traditional

for history alone, but it’s also

(and complicated) sports.

renowned for serving some of

It’s steeped in over 100 years

the best Guinness pints in the

of history, has a capacity for

city…

Fountain of Youth: Dublin has the youngest population in the whole
of Europe, with approximately 50% less than 25 years of age.

Prices
Dublin isn’t renowned for being cheap. The Temple Bar is known for
putting its prices up every hour after dark, but if you know where to
go – you can get a pint for the price you’d expect to pay up north.

Average

82,000 and you can even take

Pint of Beer - €5

a tour of it.

Glass of Wine - €7

St Stephen’s Green

Coddle Stew - €10
Pot of Gold - Priceless

This public park is located

Kilmainham Gaol
There’s nothing like touring
a former prison to cure the
hangover. Kilmainham Gaol
is now a museum, but it once
housed some hard men –
including the likes of Irish
revolutionaries, imprisoned
and executed.
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in the city centre of Dublin,
adjacent to the city’s busiest

Guinness Storehouse

streets and upmarket bars and

The Guinness Storehouse is

restaurants. Legendary Baggot

synonymous with Dublin. The

Street, Grafton Street and

birthplace of the country’s

Dawson Street all surround the

best expat (not Robbie Keane)

park, and are lined with every

is the city’s most popular

type of Irish pub you could

attraction, with seven floors of

imagine.

Guinness history to explore.
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LNOF in

Dublin
As expert stag and hen party planners, we take our roles
very seriously and often visit our top locations to test out
the magnificent activity and accommodation packages.
Before you ask, it’s all in the name of research…

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - LNOF in Dublin
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Buskers on the Ball
As we’re top researchers… we visited the
legendary Buskers on the Ball during our
recent trip to Dublin.
Buskers on the Ball, housed within the notorious bar
Buskers, is an underground sports bar – and the
busiest in the city.
The venue has no less than five ping pong tables, six
pool tables – including one American table – two
shuffle board tables and two foosball tables. Basically,
it’s a man cave, with the addition of Irish women… You
can even hire a sexy ref to oversee your game on the
pool tables and blow the whistle (…) when your time
is up. The shuffle board table was our most popular
attraction - two of our team have decided to go pro.
Buskers on the Ball also serves seriously tasty food

Bad Bobs
Temple Bar

got VIP areas, several bars and

playing Oasis for the fans in the

even a massive dance floor –

group. The bar is just as busy

all ending (or starting) at the

during the day and night (we

offers Desperados on tap. It took a lot of willpower to

Bad Bobs is slap-bang in
the middle of the city’s
cultural quarter, the Temple
Bar no less…

ground floor. The main floor is

went back…), and has live music

leave and get on with ‘research’ after the epic discovery.

Spread over five floors, Bob

a restaurant, pub, live music bar

every weekend along with the

In fact, our Content Writer, Sarah, is still there.

is a giant in Dublin; one of the

hybrid, with regular buskers on

biggest crowds and drinks offers.

- we tucked into Mac ‘n’ Cheese, juicy burgers and
breakfast baps, along with the standard pints of
Guinness and Jameson (not pints). This place even

most popular bars in the city.
READ MORE ONLINE

Each floor is unique and exciting
(worth the wait after climbing
the flights of stairs…), with the
top floor boasting the retractable
roof.
Moving down the venue, you’ve

Stag’s Guide to Dublin - LNOF in Dublin

the go. We tucked into some
seriously delicious food in this
room, including burgers and
club sandwiches, along with
those ever-loved pints (when in

Needless to say, we’ll be stopping
by (again) on our next visit to
Dublin. We’ll probably see you
there…

Dublin…).
The atmosphere was buzzing
at the bar, with the busker even

READ MORE ONLINE
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Old Jameson Distillery
Aside from Guinness and leprechauns, if there’s one thing you
imagine when thinking of Dublin, it’s Jameson Whiskey.

Storehouse
There’s just no possibility we could go to Dublin,
without pints at the Guinness Storehouse.

Dublin has a fine reputation for

We then moved into the ‘Ingredients

producing alcohol, and Jameson is

Room’. Several stations were topped

the best-selling whiskey in the world.

with malted and unmalted barley,

In fact, it’s so popular that a small

atomisers and whiskey in beakers

bar in Minnesota is known for selling

for us to play with (as instructed

25 bottles each day…

before you let loose). After a play, we

During our trip to Dublin, we visited

Millions pass through

in the multi-sensory

the Old Jameson Distillery, where

the doors of the biggest

tasting room (now you’re

Jameson was originally created

attraction in Dublin -

interested). Floor three

before moving to Cork. After pitching

including Barack Obama,

displays Guinness’ iconic

up early (too early after a night in the

the Lord of the Rings cast

advertisements, and we

Temple Bar), we joined a group for

and Tom Cruise.

even became honorary

a guided tour. We started it in a dark

members of the Guinness

room (…), watching a video on the

Academy – pouring the

creation of Jameson.

The huge building is
built in the shape of a
pint glass – one that
can hold up to 14 million
litres of the stout. Our
guide, Leo, took us
through the history of
Guiness, starting at the
bottom with the worldfamous 9,000 year
lease. The second floor
took us on a journey

perfect pint. After that, we
took the glass elevator
to The Gravity Bar, set at
the top of the Storehouse
and offering 360° views
of the building. We stayed
for more than more than
our complimentary pint…
(research) before heading
off to the gift shop.

through the brewing
process, culminating
Stag’s Guide to Dublin - LNOF in Dublin

READ MORE ONLINE

then moved into the tasting room
and sat around a table with three
whiskey shots per person; American,
Irish and Scotch whiskey. Our guide
explained the differences between
each before tasting them. Finally, we
scored a free drink in the JJ’s bar.
READ MORE ONLINE

“

“

Guinness

Chris Rawlinson

LNOF Sales Executive

I’ve been to Dublin with LNOF a couple of
times, and each visit just gets messier.
It’s always been one of my top choices
for work trips.
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Our Mission...
“To enlighten, amuse, delight and empower our audience in the
organisation of a world class Last Night of Freedom through modern
technology, industry-leading knowledge and outstanding customer service.”

lastnightoffreedom.co.uk
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Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead, NE8 3AH

0191 499 8750

0191 499 8760

* We take pride in our work and all of the information in the PDF was correct at the time of publication. Probably.

